Hybrid silicon slotted photonic crystal waveguides: how does third order nonlinear performance scale with slow light?
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We investigate in this paper the influence of slow light on the balance between the Kerr and two-photon absorption (TPA) processes in silicon slotted hybrid nonlinear waveguides. Three typical silicon photonic waveguide geometries are studied to estimate the influence of the light slow-down factor on the mode field overlap with the silicon region, as well as on the complex effective nonlinear susceptibility. It is found that slotted photonic crystal modes tend to localize in their hollow core with increasing group index (nG) values. Considering a hybrid integration of nonlinear polymers in such slotted waveguides, a relative decrease of the TPA process by more factor of 2 is predicted from nG = 10 to nG = 50. As a whole, this work shows that the relative influence of TPA decreases for slotted waveguides operating in the slow light regime, making them a suitable platform for third-order nonlinear optics. © 2016 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

Silicon photonics based on the silicon-on-insulator photonics platform has shown tremendous progress in the last years. The path to miniaturization of optical components and the realization of chips made of integrated optical and electronic functions is now assessed by concrete demonstrations [1]. In this perspective, on-chip nonlinear optical effects offer another dimension with the promise of all-optical signal processing capabilities enabling ultra-high-speed data conversion and massively parallel data processing. Among the explored nonlinear functions, optical parametric amplification, supercontinuum generation, all-optical switching, second- and third-harmonic generation, and frequency comb generation have been actively investigated [1–5]. Due its lattice symmetry, (unstrained) silicon itself does not present second order nonlinearity. On the contrary, third-order effects are strong in silicon (nG ≈ 6.10−18 m2 W−1 at λ = 1.55 μm). Yet Kerr and other χ(3) nonlinear effects are directly spoiled by free carriers generated by two-photon absorption (TPA) [3,6]. One possible solution to alleviate this drawback at telecommunication wavelengths is the use of silicon hollow core slotted waveguides, while filling their core region with active nonlinear materials [7]. In order to further reinforce light–matter interactions, slot photonic crystal waveguides (SPCWs) can be considered, namely, by relying on slow light effects [8–10]. Although the use of slotted waveguides brings improvement to the aforementioned free carrier issue, it does not solve entirely the free carrier penalty as only 25%–40% of the propagating optical mode dielectric energy is usually confined in the low index soft material filling the slot. As a consequence, TPA in silicon, which directly depends on the optical mode spreading outside the slot, cannot be entirely removed.

For a standard slot waveguide, the spatial overlap between the two silicon rails and the optical mode profile is invariant according to the light propagation axis. Previous results dedicated to standard slow light W1 waveguides have shown on the contrary that the gap-guided mode field profile tends to spread in silicon when approaching the bandgap, thus by increasing the slow-down factor [11]. In this context, the present paper proposes an investigation of the slow light effects on the third-order effective optical nonlinearities of hybrid silicon SPCW.

Slow-light enhancement of the third-order nonlinearity is the underlying motivation of this approach. In a more quantitative fashion, it is known from previous works that the effective waveguide nonlinear susceptibility χ(3) scales as nG2, where nG is the light group velocity of the photonic crystal waveguide (PCW) mode [12]. This scaling behavior opens the path to reach nonlinear optical effects, including self-phase and cross-phase modulations as well as four wave mixing processes, at low optical pumping powers. Considering reasonable slow-down factors typically corresponding to nG = 20 – 40, this approach can lead to spectacular effective nonlinear parameter γ values of a few thousands of W−1m−1 in silicon PCWs [4]. Further considerations indicate that both Re(γ) and Im(γ) scale as nG2, meaning that increased Kerr effect is accompanied by an increase in TPA. Considering the TPA figure of merit (FOM) introduced in
previous works as $\text{FOM}_{\text{TPA}} = -\text{Re}(\gamma)/4\pi\text{Im}(\gamma)$ [3], it turns out that $\text{FOM}_{\text{TPA}}$ is supposed to be slow light invariant. In other words, although a spectacular increase of Re($\gamma$) is obtained, the true net benefit of slow light with respect to the third-order nonlinearities completely vanishes to zero. Mode field spreading in silicon as a function of increasing $n_G$ values is even an issue with respect to TPA minimization [11]. Even though this is true when considering a single nonlinear material, further research is required to study hybrid waveguides.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to investigate this question, we consider here several photonic crystal geometries, including nonslotted and slotted waveguides. We calculate for each their dispersion and nonlinear properties as a function of the light group index. Typical silicon photonic waveguide parameters are considered, so that results obtained can be estimated as general trends for this photonic platform. A lattice constant $a = 400$ nm and a silicon thin film of 260 nm height on a buried box of 2 $\mu$m have been first adopted. Standard linear refractive index values of 3.48 and 1.44 at $\lambda = 1.55$ $\mu$m are retained for Si and SiO$_2$, respectively, with a Kerr index $n_2 = 6 \times 10^{-18}$ m$^2$/W and a TPA coefficient $\beta_{\text{TPA}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-11}$ m/W for silicon at this wavelength. The present study is driven in regard with doped nonlinear polymers (NP), whose base refractive index is very close to 1.50, some of them having interesting nonlinear optical properties at telecommunication wavelengths [13,14]. A top cladding material with a linear index of 1.5, a Kerr index $n_2 = 2 \times 10^{-17}$ m$^2$/W, and a TPA coefficient $\beta_{\text{TPA}} = 2.6 \times 10^{-12}$ m/W are considered as a typical situation of a strongly nonlinear soft material filling the slot and holes of the SPCW [15]. Recasting these values in terms of the Kerr/TPA FOM of the two materials, one gets $\text{FOM}_\text{Si} \approx 0.38$ and $\text{FOM}_\text{NP} \approx 5.0$ at $\lambda = 1.55$ $\mu$m, respectively. Before any quantitative estimation of the impact of TPA on the hybrid waveguide slot waveguide, an intermediate value of the waveguide FOM$_{\text{TPA}}$ can thus be predicted, that is, ranging between 0.38 and 5.0. According to previous results, an effective waveguide FOM$_{\text{TPA}}$ ideally well above 1.0 is desirable for on-chip all-optical data processing [1]. These different values are given here to serve in the analysis of the results presented hereafter in the article.

The three investigated geometries are made of a W1 PCW (W1-PCW), a narrow slot SPCW (NS-PCW), and a wide slot PCW (WS-PCW), as shown in Fig. 1. Choosing significantly different values for the slot widths of the NS-PCW ($W_{\text{slot}} = 100$ nm) and the WS-PCW ($W_{\text{slot}} = 175$ nm) leads to the possibility of exploiting the so-called “W1-like mode” and “true-slot mode” of SPCWs while ensuring large enough slots to avoid fabrication issues and guarantee proper filling [7]. With respect to the standard situation of the W1-PCW made of identical holes of 105 nm radius and width of $\sqrt{3}a$, the width of the NS-PCW and WS-PCW is enlarged to 1.25$\sqrt{3}a$, following previous guidelines [9,10]. The radius values of the lattice holes of the slotted waveguides are also adjusted to $r_1 = 135$ nm and $r = 120$ nm for the NS-PCW and $r_1 = 125$ nm and $r = 115$ nm for the WS-PCW in order to prepare single-mode propagation and nearly mid-gap conditions for each investigated $E_y$-even mode. All calculations have been conducted by using the three-dimensional (3D) plane wave expansion (PWE) method [16] and postprocessing of the obtained data.

Figure 2 shows the three obtained dispersion diagrams. A first outcome is that negative and positive frequency-band slopes are obtained for the W1-PCW, NS-PCW, and WS-PCW, as expected. We also observe that a large fraction of each eigenband is situated below the top cladding light line ($n_{\text{clad}} = 1.50$). This fact is an important prerequisite for the viability of the investigated hybrid photonic platform based on nonmembrane hollow core silicon PCWs filled by nonlinear soft materials. Consistently with the main objective of the present study, namely the investigation of the effect of slow light on the nonlinear properties of the chosen hybrid waveguides, the dispersion properties of the three waveguides have been then investigated. More specifically, the mode group index ($n_G$) and group velocity dispersion (GVD) coefficient ($\beta_2$) have been calculated from the 3D-PWE calculation results. The results are depicted in Fig. 3.

Group index ($n_G$) values below 50 are plotted here as it is known from previous works that extrinsic optical losses in PCWs dramatically increase above that value [17]. The three waveguide geometries have been deliberately chosen here without any dispersion-engineering strategy, so further optimization of GVD remains possible. As waited, strong dispersion values ($\beta_2 \gg 1$ ps$^2$/cm) can thus be observed as soon as $n_G > 10 - 15$. More interestingly, a striking point can be inferred from the insets of Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), which depict the three mode profiles for increasing group index values.

As visible in Fig. 3(a), the W1-PCW mode tail spreading tends to increase for increasing light slow-down factors (from $A_1$ to $A_4$), consistent with previously reported results. When exploiting the W1-like mode (in NS-PCW), there is also a field spreading effect of the tails of the guided mode with a simultaneous increase of the energy intensity in the center of the waveguide [from $B_1$ to $B_5$; see Fig. 3(b)]. In the case of the WS-PCW, the true slot mode is characterized on the contrary by a mode profile compression of the mode tails [from $C_1$ to $C_5$; Fig. 3(c)], which further reinforces the light–matter...
interaction with the nonlinear material filling the slot in the center.

Slow light arises due to the interaction between forward and backward propagating wave components. In the case of slotted PCW waveguides, this effect is combined with the slot discontinuity of the material permittivity that is responsible for the electric field confinement into the low-index slot region. From the performed numerical investigations, we infer that the combined slow light and slot effects are responsible for an increase of light power into the slot in the slow light regime.

In order to investigate the consequences of these qualitative trends on the third-order nonlinear optical properties of the three waveguides, several nonlinear parameters have been calculated for each. Similar approaches as those conducted in [3] and [18,19] for silicon wire and W1 waveguides, respectively, have been considered. As stated in these works, mode field spreading in the silicon region can be responsible for the generation of carriers by the TPA process, which in turn are responsible for the free-carrier dispersion and absorption effects. These different mechanisms should be introduced in the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) that can be solved, for instance, by the split-step method [3]. Yet, in order to investigate the amount of free carriers, estimation of only one parameter is necessary as all terms of the NLSE depending on free carriers scale with them:

\[
\kappa = \frac{a n_c^2 \int_{S_a} |e(r)|^2 dS}{\int_{V_{cell}} \frac{d}{d\omega} (\omega n_c^2) |e(r)|^2 dV}, \tag{1a}
\]

\[
\langle \kappa(z) \rangle = \frac{1}{a} \int_0^a \kappa(z) \xi d\xi, \tag{1b}
\]

where \(V_{cell}\) is the volume of the supercell for the calculation, \(n_c\) is the refractive index, and \(S_a\) is the effective area in the cross section (xy plane) [3,18,19]. The \(\kappa(z)\) coefficient characterizes in fact the overlap between the optical mode and the silicon region. This parameter (0 < \(\kappa(z)\) < 1) is of direct interest for the quantitative estimation of the free carrier effects depending on the slow-down factor.
We also retained another important metric, the effective waveguide third-order susceptibility first calculated, at one specific $z$ point over the waveguide lattice period Eq. (2a) [18,19]:

$$\Gamma(z) = \frac{a^4 \int_{S_D} e(r)^* \cdot \chi^{(3)}(r) e(r) e^*(r) dS}{\left( \int_{V_{cell}} \frac{d}{d\omega}(w n^2) |e(r)|^2 dV \right)^2},$$ (2a)

$$\langle \Gamma \rangle_z = \frac{1}{a} \int_0^a \Gamma(z) d\xi, (2b)$$

where $S_D$ corresponds to the optical nonlinear region.

Similarly, averaging this quantity over one lattice period leads to $\langle \Gamma(z) \rangle$, Eq. (2b) that is, to the effective waveguide nonlinear susceptibility. These two parameters have been calculated in the three waveguide configurations described above, namely, by considering the W1 and two slotted hybrid silicon PCWs. In the three cases, nonlinearity comes from both silicon and the nonlinear material filling the holes and the slot. For each material, estimation of both silicon and the nonlinear material filling the holes and silicon PCWs. In the three cases, nonlinearity comes from both silicon and the nonlinear material filling the holes and the slot. For each material, estimation of $\chi^{(3)}$ and $\chi^{(3)}$ has been done from the $n_2$ and $\beta_{TPA}$ parameters, as follows [3]:

$$\frac{\omega}{c} n_2 + \frac{i}{2} \beta_{TPA} = \frac{3\omega}{4\epsilon_0 c^2 n^2} \chi^{(3)}.$$

The integration over space in Eq. (2) was done over the full photonic crystal lattice cell, that is, by considering both Si and NP as nonlinear materials, each having a complex nonlinear susceptibility. The Kerr/TPA FOM describing the balance between index modulation and free-carrier effects was then finally calculated by considering the classical relationship $FOM_{TPA} = -\text{Re}(\Gamma)/4\pi \text{Im}(\Gamma)$. Additionally, the waveguide nonlinear parameter $\gamma$ was calculated as $\gamma = 3\omega n_2^2 / 4\pi \epsilon_0 c^2$ [17]. Obviously, whatever the fast/slow light regime be (e.g., whatever the $n_G$ value is), $FOM_{TPA}$ can be indifferentily defined from $\gamma$ or $\Gamma$, namely, as $FOM_{TPA} = -\text{Re}(\Gamma)/4\pi \text{Im}(\Gamma)$ or $FOM_{TPA} = -\text{Re}(\Gamma)/4\pi \text{Im}(\Gamma)$. We come back here to the point mentioned at the beginning of the article: to the first order, $FOM_{TPA}$ is $n_G$-invariant. We yet arrive here to a more quantitative result: $FOM_{TPA}$ depends in fact on $\langle \Gamma(z) \rangle$, as the mode field spreading in space is modified by the light slowing-down factor (see Fig. 3).

The extent of slow light reinforcement or minimization of free-carrier-induced-TPA can be investigated by calculating the $\langle \kappa \rangle$, $\langle \gamma \rangle$, $\langle \Gamma \rangle$, and $FOM_{TPA}$ parameters as a function of $n_G$. The related results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4(a) by itself brings a first interesting quantitative result: the mode field/silicon overlap in the W1 waveguide is extremely large (>90%) and is nearly constant (although a very small decrease is appreciable), while $\langle \kappa(z) \rangle$ decreases for increasing slow-down factors in SPCWs. This overlap drops further (by around 20%) for the wide SPCW that exploits the so-called even true slot mode [see Fig. 2(c)].

To further analyze the waveguide properties, we plot in Fig. 4(b) Re($\Gamma$) and Im($\Gamma$) as a function of $n_G$ (with a double $y$ axis to manage two different scales). The W1-PCW (solid and dashed black lines) is characterized by a slight decrease of both quantities for increasing $n_G$ values, while a small evolution is predicted for this geometry. Interestingly, we observe that the NS-PCW (red lines) presents a small decrease of
and simultaneously an increase of \( \text{Re}(\Gamma) \). This means that the in-slot mode field refocusing effect efficiently contributes to the increase of the effective \( \text{Re}(\chi^3) \) while minimizing the silicon TPA contribution in silicon. As far as it is concerned, the WS-PCW case (blue lines) is characterized by an increase of both \( \text{Re}(\Gamma) \) and \( \text{Im}(\Gamma) \). A careful look on the two axis scales shows in fact that the \( \text{Re}(\Gamma) \) increase is higher than the \( \text{Im}(\Gamma) \) one.

Figure 4(c) shows that the combined effect of \( n_G^2 \) and \( (\Gamma(z))(n_G) \) is dominated by the former one, as predicted. More interestingly, we observe that group index values around 15–20 W are sufficient to lead to \( \text{Re}(\gamma) \) values of 5000–20000 W \(^{-1}\) m \(^{-1}\) in hybrid silicon SPCWs, that is, at least 50 times larger than those obtained for typical silicon slot waveguides [7].

The final firm information regarding the effect of slow waves on the Kerr/TPA balance in the investigated standard and slotted PCW is depicted in Fig. 5. We plot here FOM\(_{\text{TPA}}\) of the three waveguides as a function of \( n_G \). As visible, FOM\(_{\text{TPA}}\) is nearly constant for the W1-PCW, with a value slightly above the silicon material FOM\(_{\text{TPA}}\) of 0.38. This result is consistent with the fact that the overlap between the mode field and the nonlinear material filling the holes is then weak. On the contrary, we clearly observe an increase of FOM\(_{\text{TPA}}\) for the two slow light slotted waveguide geometries, with a saturation effect for large group index values. We notice that the increase of FOM\(_{\text{TPA}}\) from \( n_G = 10 \) to \( n_G = 50 \) can be large. A precise data inspection shows that the enhancement is around +33.4% and +72.7% in the NS-PCW and WS-PCW geometries, respectively. Beyond these precise values that may slightly depend on the precise parameters of the investigated waveguides, we arrive to the conclusion that silicon slotted slow light waveguides exhibit a decreasing relative effect of TPA for increasing slowing-down factors. This result brings the interesting information that operating in the slow light regime with hybrid waveguides does not spoil the Kerr/TPA balance but on the contrary contributes to improving the nonlinear waveguide performance.

### 3. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we show in this paper that properly filled silicon SPCWs do not have the same behavior as standard W1 ones with respect to the influence of slow light on the TPA process at telecommunication wavelengths. Both narrow and wide slot PCWs, operating on the two slot PCW modes (W1-like and true-slot modes, respectively), are characterized by a mode field concentration in the slot for increasing slow-down factors. These results show that the hybrid platform made of nonmembrane slow light slotted silicon waveguides filled with nonlinear low-index materials can efficiently rely on slow light effects for on-chip data processing. The relatively free-carrier penalty indeed tends to decrease with increasing slow down factors.
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